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Pharmaceutical science as a complement to medical science and a connecting bridge between the patient and the physician plays an important role in maintaining health and preventing diseases. Today, with advances in science and medical technology, as well as diagnosing new diseases, the need to produce useful drugs with low complication is inevitable ([@B1]).

Knowledge of investigating the effects of body on the drugs (absorption, distribution and excretion) is called "Pharmacokinetic" ([@B1]). Pharmaceutical specialists and researchers in the evaluation of the safety, toxicity and efficacy of new drugs are typically faced with large-scale data that examining the complex relationships among them requires advanced statistical methods. One of the most advanced and efficient statistical approaches are Bayesian methods. These models are based on Bayes' Theorem and in addition to analyzing information contained in the data (Likelihood Function); involve previous researcher's knowledge in the analysis about the considered phenomenon before viewing data (Prior probability distribution). Finally, by combining these two items, they offer more accurate results compared to classical statistical methods ([@B2]). Bayesian statistical methods have entered applied competition arena after the discovery of simulation techniques and offered results that are more accurate compared to classical statistical methods ([@B3]).

BUGS stands for "Bayesian Inference Using Gibbs Sampling" is the name of a project proposed in 1989 for the application of Bayesian models through simulation approaches such as Gibbs sampling and now is also in progress ([@B4]). In recent years, researchers of this large project, for application of Bayesian statistical methods in pharmaceutical science provided a free software called Pharmacokinetic BUGS (PK-BUGS) that pharmaceutical experts can use this software to obtain more accurate results in areas such the discovery of the drugs interaction with each other, discovery of suitable consuming dose for all ages, identifying the damage and drug toxicity and so on ([@B3], [@B5]--[@B9]).

The use of Bayesian models and Software PK-BUGS in pharmaceutical science in addition to increasing precision and speeding up the affairs, improve the quality of drugs and thereby reduce costs and develop health system.

Therefore, given that the main concern of the health system and the Food and Drug Department is lowering the cost of drug manufacturing and improving the quality of medical services of the health system, thus creating functional areas and training and applying Bayesian statistical models are recommended with the help of free PK-BUGS software.
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